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a b s t r a c t
Abstract State Machines (ASMs) were introduced as ‘‘a computation model that is more
powerful and more universal than standard computation models’’, by Yuri Gurevich in
1985. ASMs gained much attention as a specification method. It is extremely flexible
because any mathematical structure may serve as a state. Gurevich characterized the
expressive power of ASMs in terms of intuitively convincing postulates.
The core result of this paper shows that the next-state functionM of an Abstract State
Machine M can be described on a symbolic level, notwithstanding the generality of the
model: The successor stateM(S) of a state S is fully specified by the equivalence∼S induced
by S on the terms over the signature ofM . Consequently,M(S) is computable in case∼S is
decidable. Furthermore, this result implies a notion of computability for general structures,
e.g. for algorithms operating on real numbers.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The behavior of a sequential, deterministic algorithm can be represented as a transition system A = (states, init, τ ),
consisting of a set of states, a subset init ⊆ states of initial states, and a next-state function τ : states→ states. A run ofA is a
sequence S0S1 . . . of states Si, with S0 ∈ init and Si = τ(Si−1) for i = 1, 2, . . ..
As an example, a Turing MachineM can be conceived as a transition systemAM . The actual tape inscription, the actually
accessible tape position, and the actual finite control ofM together constitute a state ofAM . Initial states and the next-state
function ofAM are determined byM in the obvious way.
Without any doubt, each transition systemAM generated by a Turing MachineM represents the behavior of a sequential
algorithm. The approach of Abstract StateMachines suggests awider class of transition systems to be conceived as sequential
algorithms. This does not challenge the Church–Turing Thesis, because this thesis starts out with some assumptions, such
as the finite, symbolic representation of states, that the ASM approach denies. We expand on this in what follows.
The Abstract State Machine approach, as first outlined in [5], describes dynamic behavior with the help of Abstract State
Machine programs. Each such programM is based on a signatureΣ , i.e. a finite set of function symbols, each equipped with
its arity n ≥ 0. A state S ofM is aΣ-algebra, i.e. a set U (the universe of S), and for each symbol f ∈ Σ with arity n a function
fS : Un → U . In fact, each Σ-algebra can serve as a state. An Abstract State machine (ASM) is an ASM program M over a
signatureΣ together with a set S ofΣ-algebras, serving as initial states.
By the definition of Σ-algebras, finitely or countably many elements of U can be addressed as interpretations tS in S of
terms t built from the symbols inΣ . But the universe U of a state S may be infinite, even uncountable, and the functions of S
are not restricted (e.g. to be computable or finitely representable) in anyway. For example, one can encode anon-computable
function f into the initial state. Then a quite simple ASM program for each input n returns f (n) in one step.
This exceeds conventional systemmodels: A finite representation of all components is assumed for conventionalmodels,
preferably as finite sequences of symbols, e.g. as inscriptions of a Turing Machine tape.
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One may wonder how this approach would constitute a basis for a reasonable theory of algorithms. But Abstract State
Machines in fact offer a profound and impressive approach to algorithms: Gurevich in [7] compiles a few postulates on
states, steps and runs that onewould intuitively consider necessary for a transition system to be algorithmic. He then shows
that each such transition system can be represented as an ASM.
An ASM programM includes a next-state functionM, assigning each state S its successor stateM(S). Hence,M updates
semantic items, i.e. real world sets and functions. Intuitively one might expect that not every aspect of S affectsM(S). As an
example, an element u of the universe U of S is irrelevant for the computation of M(S) in case u is not the interpretation
tS of at least one term t ∈ TΣ . As a further example, it is irrelevant that a function symbol f ∈ Σ may be interpreted as a
non-computable function fS .
In this paper we characterize the aspects of states S that determineM(S). It turns out that only one aspect of S is decisive:
The equivalence relation∼S , canonically induced by S on the set TΣ ofΣ-ground terms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We start in Section 2 with basic concepts of ASM, formulated from the
perspective of classical theory of programming and in a version that suits the forthcoming considerations. Section 3 presents
this paper’s results on properties of the next-state function M of ASM programs M . It starts in Section 3.1 with an ASM
characterization of the recursive functions, followed in Section 3.2 by a proof that updates of isomorphic states are again
isomorphic. The central technical result of this paper is in Section 3.3, a term characterization ofM, providing the basis for
the notion of computable ASMs in 3.4. The value of non-generated elements and the preservation of generated elements of
a state are discussed in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, respectively. The results of previous sections contribute to Section 3.7,
showing that the follower stateM(S) of a state S can be predicted in S on a syntactical basis.
2. Concepts of ASM
2.1. Σ-Algebras
We recall some basic notions and notations on general algebra here. Tarski in [8] suggested structures as a general
framework for all kind of mathematics, and in particular as the semantical basis for first order logic. A structure S consists
of a set U , its universe, and finitely many constants, functions and predicates over U . Frequently, as in our case, relations are
conceived as boolean valued functions. Then, S is an algebra, written
S = (U, u1, . . . , uk, ϕ1, . . . , ϕl) (1)
with constants u1, . . . , uk ∈ U and functions ϕi : Uni → U of arity ni (i = 1, . . . , l). As an example,
S0 =
(
R,
3pi
2
, 8, 0.001, sin
)
(2)
is an algebra with three constants and a function of arity 1.
As usual, a signature
Σ = (c1, . . . , ck, f1, . . . , fl) (3)
consists of constant symbols c1, . . . , ck and function symbols fi, each given its arity ni (i = 1, . . . , l). As an example, let
Σ0 = (a, b, , f ) (4)
be a signature, with constant symbols a, b,  and the function symbol f with arity 1. The set TΣ of ground terms of Σ is
constructed as usual by induction, respecting the symbols’ arity. With (1) and (3), S is aΣ-algebra iff the arities of functions
and corresponding function symbols coincide. For example, S0 is aΣ0-algebra. Each t ∈ TΣ then denotes an element tS ∈ U ,
defined as usual by induction over the structure of t . As an example, for t = f (a)we obtain tS0 = −1.
2.2. States as algebras
Each discrete system specification method characterizes transition systems as the semantic model of specifications. A
transition system M consists of a set S of states and a next-state function M : S → S. A sequence S0S1 . . . of states Si is a
computation of M if Si = M(Si−1) (i = 1, 2, . . .). The ASM approach suggests Σ-algebras as states. This choice of states
deserves motivation from the conventional point of view.
The theory of programming usually abstracts a state S of a program as a mapping
S : var→ val (5)
from a set var of symbols, called variables, to a set val of values. The purpose of S is to store values: input values in the initial
state S0, intermediately computed values in intermediate states S1, . . . , Sm−1 and output values in the final state Sm of a
finite computation S0 . . . Sm. As a slight generalization of ‘‘plain’’ variables, a variable xmay represent an n-dimensional field
(array), requiring n indices i1, . . . , in for returning a value S(x[i1, . . . , in]) at a state S. Indices are elements of val.
In general, a program employs finitely many plain variables c1, . . . , ck and field variables f1, . . . , fl, with dimension ni of
fi (i = 1, . . . , l). The variables thus constitute a signatureΣ as in (3). A state S, as in (5), yields aΣ-algebra S as in (1), with
ciS = ui and fjS = ϕj.
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We follow this paradigm in what follows, using both terms ‘‘algebra’’ and ‘‘state’’, depending on the dominant aspect in
the given context.
2.3. Standard objects and operators
The conventional theory of programming assumes ‘‘well-known’’ data structures and operations such as the two truth
values true and false together with the propositional operators such as negation and disjunction, or the integers with
addition, subtraction and order. All such data values and operators come with generally agreed symbolic representations.
Computation of a program’s next state usually requires those implicitly assumed standard values and operations.
An ASM description M of an algorithm assumes all such values and operators to be components of states. Σ-algebras
S provide a convenient framework for this idea, with values and operators as constants and functions of S, and with
corresponding symbols inΣ . As an example (to be used later), the algebra S0 of (2) may be extended to
S1 =
(
R ∪ {true, false,⊥}, 3pi
2
, 8, 0.001,⊥, sin, abs, sign, subtr, gt, equal, and, not
)
(6)
with functions for the absolute value, the leading sign, the subtraction and the greater than predicate for real numbers, the
equality, and two propositional operators. A corresponding signature may be
Σ1 = (a, b, ,m, f , || , lead,−, >,=,∧,¬). (7)
The truth values true and false together with the standard propositional operators such as equality, negation and
disjunction are assumed in all states of ASM-described algorithms. Corresponding symbols are assumed in signaturesΣ .
Summing up, in the framework of ASM, a state S is a Σ-algebra. Its constants denote input values, intermediately
computed values, output values and standard values. Its functions denote fields and standard operations. The constant
symbols of its signatureΣ play the role of program variables as well as standard denotations of data elements. The function
symbols stand for field variables as well as standard denotations of operators of data structures.
2.4. ASM programs
For a signatureΣ , an ASM programM overΣ is intended to describe a next-state function
M : S→ S (8)
for the class S of allΣ-algebras. The central constructs ofM are assignments, strongly resembling assignment statements of
programming languages. The simplest versions of assignments are shaped
c := t (9)
with c ∈ Σ a constant symbol and t ∈ TΣ any ground term. Applied to a Σ-algebra S ∈ S, (9) yields the Σ-algebraM(S)
that coincides with S entirely, up to one constant: the interpretation cS of the constant symbol c in S is inM(S) replaced by
the value tS . In short:
cM(S) = tS . (10)
Matters are somewhat more involved for assignments shaped
f (t1, . . . , tn) := t (11)
with f ∈ Σ an n-ary function symbol, and t, t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ . Applied to S ∈ S, (11) yields the Σ-algebra M(S) that
coincides with S up to one argument of one function: The interpretation fS of the function symbol f in S for the argument
list (t1S, . . . , tnS), is inM(S) replaced by the value tS . In short:
fM(S)(t1S, . . . , tnS) = tS . (12)
Notice that (9) and (10) can be conceived as the special case with n = 0 of (11) and (12), respectively.
Two assignments f (t1, . . . , tn) := t and f (r1, . . . , rn) := r are conflicting at a state S if they update the same function fS
at the same argument, i.e. (t1S, . . . , tnS) = (r1S, . . . , rnS)with different values, i.e. tS 6= rS .
A set A of assignments is applied to a state S ∈ S by applying each of them, in case no two assignments in A are conflicting
at S. Otherwise, A does not change anything in S, thus representing deadlock.
ASMs make use of guarded assignments. The set guardΣ of guards over Σ is the smallest set of ground terms such that
for all t, v ∈ TΣ :
(i) t = v ∈ guardΣ and
(ii) β1, β2 ∈ guardΣ implies ¬β1 ∈ guardΣ and β1 ∧ β2 ∈ guardΣ . (13)
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Fig. 1. The bisection algorithm.
An ASM program is a setM of guarded assignments
if β1 then ass1
...
if βn then assn
(14)
where assi (i = 1, . . . , n) is an assignment as in (9) or (11) and βi is a guard over a signatureΣ .
An ASM program M as in (14) can be applied to any Σ-algebra. Applied to a state S, the conditions β1, . . . , βn are
evaluated at S, leaving a subset
MS = {assi | βiS = true} (15)
of assignments.MS is then evaluated as described above. Summing up, for a constant symbol c ∈ Σ holds with (15), (9) and
(10):
cM(S) =
{
tS, if there exists an assignment shaped c := t ∈ MS
cS, otherwise.
(16)
Likewise, for a term f (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ TΣ holds with (15), (11) and (12):
f (t1, . . . , tn)M(S) =

tS, if there exists an assignment shaped
f (v1, . . . , vn) := t ∈ MS with
(v1S, . . . , vnS) = (t1S, . . . , tnS)
f (t1, . . . , tn)S, otherwise.
(17)
Furthermore, for u1, . . . , un ∈ U
fM(S)(u1, . . . , un) =

vS, iff there exists an assignment shaped
f (v1, . . . , vn) := v ∈ MS with
ui = viS (i = 1, . . . , n)
fS(u1, . . . , un), otherwise.
(18)
More formal presentations can be found in [1,3,6,7,9].
2.5. Example: The bisection algorithm
As an example we consider the well-known bisection algorithm for continuous functions f : R → R. This algorithm
approximates zeros, i.e. finds arguments x0 such that |f (x0)| <  for some given bound . The algorithm starts with two real
numbers a and b such that f (a) and f (b) are different from 0 and have different leading signs. As long as f (a) and f (b) differ
too much, either a or b is updated by the mean m of a and b, such that a and b remain with different leading signs. Fig. 1
depicts two steps of this algorithm. The algorithm can be described as an ASM program M1 over the signature Σ1 of (7) as
follows:
if |f (a)− f (b)| >  thenm := mean(a, b)
if (|f (a)− f (b)| ≥ ) ∧ (sign(a) = sign(m)) then a := m
if (|f (a)− f (b)| ≥ ) ∧ (sign(b) = sign(m)) then b := m.
Applied to theΣ1-algebra of (6),M1 computes 2pi up to a tolerance of 0.001.
It goes without saying that an intuitively reasonable ASM program should not update standard objects and operators, as
described in Section 2.3: In the left side of an assignment c := t or f (t1, . . . , tn) := t , the symbol c should be a plain variable
and f should be a field variable, as explained in Section 2.2. In our running example of the signatureΣ1 and theΣ1-algebra
S1 in (7) and (6), no assignment should e.g. update the meaning of the ‘‘absolute value’’ function by an assignment shaped
abs(a) := t .
Of course, this description of the bisection algorithm is not constructive at all. The function f , the bound  and the
arguments a and b are only semantical interpretations of corresponding symbols. A constructive, computable approach
would numerically approximate f , c , a and b. Semantic details on this issue can be found in [10].
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3. Properties of the next-state function M of an ASM programM
This chapter characterizes the expressive power of classes of deterministic ASMs, in particular the aspect of computability
of ASMs. Such classes are frequently defined not by special versions of ASM programs, but by special signatures Σ or by
special sets of initial states.
Section 3.1 characterizes the classical computable functions as a special class of ASMs. Section 3.2 recalls the principal
limitation of ASMs, neither surprising nor really harsh, that ASMprograms cannot discriminate isomorphic states. Section 3.3
characterizes the next-state function with the help of ground terms, thus providing the basis for the notion of computability
over freely chosen algebras in 3.4. Section 3.5 is dedicated to the important role of states with non-generated elements.
Generated elements can be retained in a step (Section 3.6), allowing a simple syntactical prediction of the stateM(S) from
a given state S (Section 3.7).
3.1. ASM for recursive functions
Computability theory, and in particular the theory of counter machines, [4], tells us that any partially recursive function
can be computed by data structures comprising the setN of natural numbers, the constant 0, the +1 and -1 functions, and the
test =0. Furthermore, store for input, intermediately computed values and output is required. All this is provided by states
represented as algebras shaped
S = (N ∪ {true, false,⊥}, 0, true, +1, -1, =0,¬,∧, store) (19)
with store a unary function such that store(i) =⊥ for almost all (i.e. for all except finitelymany) indices i. The store(i)-entries
6=⊥ provide the input in case S is the initial state of a computation. If S is final, they provide the output. We follow [? ] and
denote such states as arithmetic.
Arithmetic algebras differ only in the values of the store function. So, it is easy to find one signatureΣarith for all arithmetic
states.
According to the intended use of arithmetic states we are interested in ASM programs overΣarith that only update entries
of store. We denote such ASM programs also arithmetic. The following observation is important (though fairly obvious) for
all arithmetic ASM programsM and allΣarith-states S:
If S is arithmetic, thenM(S) is arithmetic, too. (20)
The decisive argument for (20) is thatM in one step updates only finitely many entries of store. Nevertheless, different steps
may update different entries.
Counter machines work with a very simple instruction language. The instruction set of a counter machine can easily be
represented by an ASM program over Σarith. Hence, every recursive function can be represented as an ASM program over
Σarith. Vice versa, each arithmetic ASMprogram computes a partial recursive function, if applied to corresponding arithmetic
initial states. All this results in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The partial recursive functions are computed by the arithmetic ASM programs, applied to arithmetic states.
The bisection algorithm of Section 2.5 does not compute a partially recursive function, because the intended states such
as (6) are not arithmetic.
3.2. The isomorphism theorem
We explained in the introduction to Section 3 that we want to characterize the expressive power of different classes
of ASMs. In 3.1 we showed that fairly simple ASMs suffice to compute all partially recursive functions. Here we show a
general limit of the expressive power of ASMs: No ASM program can distinguish isomorphic states. This, however, comes as
a little surprise, as ASM programs work with ground terms. It is well known that terms can characterize structures only up
to isomorphism.
As usual, an isomorphismh froman algebraR = (W , w1, . . . , wk, ϕ1, . . . , ϕl) to an algebra S = (U, u1,. . . ,uk, ψ1,. . . ,ψl),
written h : R → S, is a bijective function h : W → U on the universes of R and S such that h(wi) = ui and
h(ϕj(t1, . . . , tn)) = ψj(h(t1), . . . , h(tn)).
The next-state functionM (cf. (8)) preserves isomorphism:
Theorem 2. For all Σ-structures R, S ∈ S holds: If h : R → S is an isomorphism, then h : M(R) → M(S) is an isomorphism,
too.
Proof. First, one has to show that the subsetsMR andMS of assignments coincide in R and in S (cf. (15)). This holds ifβR = βS
for each guard β . This in turn can be shown by induction over the structure of guards β (cf. (13)): If β is shaped t = v, then
βR = true iff tR = vR iff h(tR) = h(vR) (as h is a bijection) iff tS = vS iff βS = true. Hence, βR = βS .
If β is shaped¬β1 or β1 ∧ β2, the proposition βR = βS follows by induction.
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To prove the theorem’s proposition, let Σ = (c1, . . . , ck, f1, . . . , fl), letM(R) = (U, u1, . . . , uk, ϕ1, . . . , ϕl) andM(S) =
(V , v1, . . . , vk, ψ1, . . . , ψl). We have to show for all 1 ≤ k ≤ l:
h(ui) = vi (?)
and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l (with ni the arity of fi):
h(ϕi(u1, . . . , uni)) = ψi(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)). (??)
To show (?) we distinguish two cases:
1st case: There exists a term t ∈ TΣ with ci := t ∈ MR. Then
h(ui)= h(ciM(R)) (by Def.M(R))
= h(tR) (by (16))
= tS (as h is an isomorphism)
= ciM(S) (by (16))
= vi (by Def.M(S)).
2nd case: There exists no such assignment. Then
h(ui)= h(ciM(R)) (by Def.M(R))
= h(ciR) (by (16))
= ciS (as h is an isomorphism)
= ciM(S) (by (16))
= vi (by Def.M(S)).
To prove (??), we start with two observations:
(1) For each t ∈ TΣ and each u ∈ U holds:
tR = u iff h(tR) = h(u) (as h is a bijection)
iff tS = h(u) (as h is an isomorphism).
(2) The ni-fold application of observation (1) implies for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k:
there exist terms t0, . . . , tni ∈ TΣ with fi(t1, . . . , tni) := t0 ∈ MR
and (t1R, . . . , tniR) = (u1, . . . , uni) iff
there exist terms t0, . . . , tni ∈ TΣ with fi(t1, . . . , tni) := t0 ∈ MS
and (t1S, . . . , tniS) = (h(u1), . . . , h(uni)).
To prove (??), we distinguish two cases:
1st case: There exist terms t0, . . . , tni ∈ TΣ with fi(t1, . . . , tni) := t0 ∈ MR and (t1R, . . . , tniR)= (u1, . . . , uni). Then
h(ϕi(u1, . . . , uni))= h(fiM(R)(u1, . . . , uni) (by Def.M(R))= h(t0R) (by (17))
= t0S (as h is an isomorphism)
= fiM(S)(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)) (by observation (2) and (17))=ψi(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)) (by Def.M(S)).
2nd case: There exist no terms such as in the 1st case.Then
h(ϕi(u1, . . . , uni))= h(fiM(R)(u1, . . . , uni) (by Def.M(R))= h(fiR)(u1, . . . , uni) (by (17))= fiS(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)) (as h is an isomorphism)= fiM(S)(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)) (by observation (2) and (17))=ψi(h(u1), . . . , h(uni)) (by Def.M(S)). 
This theorem implicitly assumes the universes of algebras S andM(S) to coincide. This holds in fact due to the definition
ofM in Section 2.4. Gurevich’s postulates [7] state that in any reasonable model of computation a step can be described only
up to isomorphism. Furthermore, a step leaves universes untouched. Theorem 2 shows that both postulates hold for the
model of ASMs.
TwoΣ-algebras R and S are isomorphic, written R ∼ S, iff an isomorphism h : R→ S exists. It is well known that ground
terms cannot discriminate isomorphic algebras: If R ∼ S then for all t, v ∈ TΣ
tR = vR iff tS = vS . (21)
The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on the set S of Σ-algebras as introduced in 2.4. With [S] denoting the ∼-
equivalence class of aΣ-algebra S, the above theorem states that an ASM programM complies with the equivalence∼ :M
assigns to each class [S] the class [M(S)].
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3.3. A term characterization of the next-state function
We are now prepared for the core technical result of this paper. For a state S ∈ S and its successor state R =def M(S)we
show that the value of a term t in the new state R, i.e. tR, can be ‘‘predicted’’ in the framework of the given state S already:
To each t ∈ TΣ there exists a term v ∈ TΣ such that tR = vS . Furthermore, v can be characterized with the help of t and S.
Indeed, S has to contribute only a grain of information: The equivalence∼S of terms, as induced by S.
EachΣ-algebra S induces the equivalence relation∼S on TΣ , defined for all t, u ∈ TΣ by
t ∼S u iff tS = uS . (22)
As a side remark, isomorphic algebras yield equal equivalences: With the relation ∼ defined on S as in Section 3.2, for
Σ-algebras R and S holds
∼R =∼S iff R ∼ S. (23)
Furthermore, each equivalence relation on TΣ can be written as∼S for some S ∈ S.
The set <TΣ> of all equivalence relations on TΣ brings us now to the forecast functionΦ of the ASM program M , shaped
Φ : <TΣ>× TΣ → TΣ .
The functionΦ is intended to return to each state S and each ground term t a term v =def Φ(∼S, t) for which we aspire
tM(S) = vS . (24)
If we can construct a function Φ with this property, Φ forecasts the effect of M , predicting the value tM(S) in terms of t
and the equivalence∼S of S. The forthcoming definition ofΦ follows the structure of the ASM programM , which according
to (14) is a set of conditional assignments shaped if βi then assi (i = 1, . . . , n). For an equivalence relation ≈ on TΣ and a
guard β we define the truth value≈β by induction over the structure of β:
≈(t = v) = true iff t ≈ v
≈¬β = true iff not ≈β = true
≈(β1 ∧ β2) = true iff ≈β1 = ≈β2 = true.
(25)
As a shorthand, let
M≈ =def {assi | ≈βi = true (i = 1, . . . , n)}. (26)
We now defineΦ(≈, t) inductively on the structure of terms t ∈ TΣ :
For a constant t = c ∈ Σ , let
Φ(≈, t) =def
{
t0, iff there exists some t0 ∈ TΣ with c := t0 ∈ M≈,
c, otherwise. (27)
For t = f (t1, . . . , tk), let
Φ(≈, t) =def
{
v, iff there exists an assignment shaped
f (v1, . . . , vk) := v ∈ M≈ withΦ(≈, ti) ≈ vi
f (Φ(≈, t1), . . . ,Φ(≈, tk)) otherwise.
(28)
This definition ofΦ in fact provides what we have aspired for in (24):
Theorem 3. LetΦ be the forecast function of M, let S ∈ S and let t ∈ TΣ . Then tM(S) = Φ(∼S, t)S .
Proof. First we prove for each state S ofM:
MS = M∼S, (29)
as follows:
r ∈ MS iff for some β ∈ guardΣ , if β then r ∈ M and βS = true (by (15))
iff for some β ∈ guardΣ , if β then r ∈ M and∼Sβ = true (by (25))
iff r ∈ M∼S . (by (26))
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Now we prove the theorem by induction on the structure of terms:
1. Let c ∈ Σ be 0-ary. Then
cM(S) =
{
t0, if there exists an assignment shaped c := t0 ∈ MS,
cS, otherwise
(by (16))
=
{
t0, if there exists an assignment shaped c := t0 ∈ M∼S ,
cS, otherwise.
(by (29))
= Φ(∼S, c)S by (27)
2. Let t = f (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ TΣ . As a shorthand, let ui =def Φ(∼S, ti)S for i = 1, . . . , n. Inductively assume for i = 1, . . . , n :
tiM(S) = ui. Then
tM(S) = f (t1, . . . , tn)M(S) (by construction of t)
= fM(S)(t1M(S), . . . , tnM(S)) (by laws of algebras)
= fM(S)(u1, . . . , un) (by inductive assumption)
=
vS, iff there exists an assignment shapedf (v1, . . . , vn) := v ∈ MS with ui = viSfS(u1, . . . , un), otherwise
(by (18))
=

vS, iff there exists an assignment shaped
f (v1, . . . , vn) := v ∈ M∼S
withΦ(∼S, ti) ∼S vi
fS(u1, . . . , un), otherwise
(by (22) and (29))
= Φ(∼S, t)S (by (28)). 
3.4. Computable ASM
Theorem 3 demonstrates that the characterization of the successor state M(S) of any state S only depends on the
equivalence ∼S on ground terms. This is a fundamental result for the intuitive understanding of Abstract State Machines:
The amazing idea of defining algorithms that operate on any kind of states, including those with non-computable functions,
non-generated objects etc., boils down to term substitution. Yet, the approach not at all collapses to the conventional theory
of computation. On the contrary, it provides a framework for a theory of computability on freely chosenΣ-algebras.
As a first concept of such a theory one may suggest using the definition of the next-state function Φ in (27) and (28) as
an operational schema to effectively compute cM(S) and fM(S)(u) for a given ASM programM , a given algebra S, and a given
argument tuple u for fM(S). This is viable indeed, provided three problems are solved:
• the decision of whether βiS is true for the conditional assignments formed if βi then assi ofM;• the decision of whether or not the setMS of assignments to be executed (cf. (15)) has conflicting elements at S;
• the decision of vi ∼S ti, i.e. viS = tiS in (28).
All three problems are classical decision problems on the set TΣ of ground terms. All of them can effectively be solved if
and only if the equivalence relation ∼S (as in (22)) is decidable (in the classical sense). Thus, decidability of ∼S is the only
requirement to effectively compute tM(S) fromM and S. This motivates the following definition forΣ-algebras S:
S is computable iff∼S is decidable. (30)
This property of S is independent of the choice ofΣ . Hence, an algebra S is either computable or not computable.
A number of observations support this definition. First of all, computability is retained byM:
Theorem 4. For eachΣ-algebra S holds: If S is computable thenM(S) is computable, too.
Proof. M(S) is computable
if∼M(S) is decidable (with (30))
if for all t, v ∈ TΣ tM(S) = vM(S) is decidable (with (21))
if for all t, v ∈ TΣ Φ(∼S, t) = Φ(∼S, v) is decidable (Theorem 3)
if∼S is decidable (with (21))
if S is computable (with (30)) . 
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The reverse proposition fails in general: A non-computable state S may yield a computable stateM(S).
The above definition of computability is a proper generalization of the classical setting: Arithmetic algebras as in (19) are
computable. Furthermore, an extension of an arithmetic algebra by additional functions remains computable iff all those
functions are computable in the classical setting.
In the spirit of Gurevich’s postulates for the characterization of sequential algorithms [7], one may characterize the class
of ‘‘effective’’ algorithms by the additional postulate that
For each initial state S, the relation∼S is decidable. (31)
The quest for a more general notion of computability is not new at all. Boker and Dershowitz in [2] offer an illustrative
survey on various approaches. They furthermore show that a notion of computability cannot be defined for arbitrary
domains, since the choice of representation of the domain might have a non-trivial influence. Boker and Dershowitz
overcome this problem by a notion of computability for entire computational models that enjoy a completeness property.
Weihrauch in [10] defines computability on the real numbers with respect to a representation. Our above definition (30)
of computability over algebras fits into the framework of [2] and [10]: An algebra S comes with a representation of the
generated subset of its universe: Each generated element is an interpretation of a ground term over the signature of S.
(Different signatures of S just rename the symbols.) The role of non-generated elements of S is expanded in what follows.
The well-known notion of relative computability can easily be incorporated into the above framework: Extending a
computable algebra S by a non-computable function ϕ makes the new algebra S ′ computable relative to ϕ.
3.5. Generated and non-generated elements
An element u of the universeU of aΣ-algebra S is generated iff there exists a ground term t ∈ TΣ with tS = u. The algebra
S itself is generated iff each u ∈ U is generated. This property is independent of the choice ofΣ . Hence, an algebra is either
generated or not generated.
States of a conventional programming language are usually generated by the language’s standard data structures and
operators (cf. 2.3). Each arithmetic state as defined in 3.1 is generated.
At first glance there appears no reason why non-generated states may be of any interest at all: A non-generated element
u of the universe of aΣ-algebra S seems to be entirely irrelevant, because S cannot address u by any term t ∈ TΣ . However,
umay very well be generated in a differentΣ-algebra, R. Both algebras R and S may be initial states of computations of the
same ASM programM . Also, both computations may be legitimate, intended instances of computations ofM . For example,
each real number r may be addressed by a constant symbol c (i.e. r = cS) in an initial state S of an algorithm. The bisection
algorithm is a typical example.
The second important aspect of non-generated elements appears in interactive ASMs, as suggested e.g. in [6]. The
environment of a computationmay update a store by a value u during an intermediate step SiSi+1 in a computation S0S1 . . . .
There is no reason to assume uwas generated in Si. The environment may have achieved this value somewhere else.
3.6. Preservation of generated elements
It is reasonable to expect each step to preserve generated elements. This, however, fails in general. In a step from a state
S to its successor stateM(S), an element umay be generated in S but not inM(S). An example is an assignment t := v inM
with tS 6= vS and t the only term with tS = u. Even more, a step may hide an update, as with the programM:
f (c) := f (f (c));
c := f (c)
applied to a state S where c is the only term with cS = u. Then fS(u) 6= fM(S)(u), but u is not generated in M(S). Hence,
ground terms fail to describe the update of f (c) inM(S).
An ASM programM overΣ preserves generated elements if for eachΣ-algebra S and each element u of the universe of S
holds:
u is generated in S iff u is generated inM(S). (32)
Each element generated inM(S) is also generated in S, by the definition of the semantics ofM in Section 2.4. Vice versa,
to avoid situations as described above, one may preserve each value in a term. To this end, for each conditional assignment
if βi then ti := vi of M , extend the signature Σ by a constant symbol ci and two unary function symbols fi and suc. Then
extendM by two assignments
if βi then fi(ci) := ti,
if βi then ci := suc(ci).
At S, interpret ci as a natural number and suc as the successor function. Then (32) holds with the above extension ofM .
This result is important in the context of Theorem 3: According to this theorem, the value given by the next state S ′ to a
term t depends only on the value given by S to some term t ′ that is determined solely by the term equivalence induced by S.
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However, the value fS′(u) of a function fS′ for an argument u can only be determined this way, if u is generated by both S and
S ′. In general, umay be generated by S but not by S ′. To remedy that, we showed how to modify any ASM so that reachable
elements remain reachable throughout computation.
3.7. The prediction ofM(S) in S
Let f be an n-ary function symbol and let u ∈ Un be an argument tuple for fM(S). Then the definition of the semantics of
an ASM programM in Section 2.4 immediately implies
fM(S)(u) = fS(u) (33)
if u is not generated in S. Furthermore, Theorem 3 implies
fM(S)(u) = Φ(∼S, f (t1, . . . , tn))S (34)
if u is generated in M(S) by terms t1, . . . , tn, i.e. u = (t1M(S), . . . , tnM(S)). Equations (33) and (34) fail to characterize the
case of u being generated in S but not inM(S). The considerations of Section 3.6 show that this problem can be avoided by
a variant of M , guaranteeing each u generated in S to be also generated inM(S). Then the algebraM(S) can be ‘‘predicted’’
in S according to the schema given with (33) and (34). The following theorem asserts this conclusion:
Theorem 5. Let S be aΣ-algebra with carrier U, let u ∈ Un, let c ∈ Σ be a constant symbol and let f ∈ Σ be an n-ary function
symbol. Then
cM(S) = Φ(∼S, c), and
fM(S)(u) =
{fS(u), if u is not generated inM(S),
Φ(∼S, f (t1, . . . , tn))S, if u is generated inM(S) with
u = (t1M(S), . . . , tnM(S)).
4. What did we achieve?
In this paper we discussed properties of the next-state function M of abstract state machines, M . First we defined the
special class of arithmetic ASM programs and arithmetic states, computing the partial recursive functions. The main result
of this paper at first glance seems to reinforce the conventional setting of computation in ASM: Theorem 3 shows that the
step of an ASM programM from a state S to its successor stateM(S) can be simulated by means of ground terms. The only
information needed about S is the equivalence∼S that S induces on the set TΣ of ground terms of the signatureΣ ofM .
This equivalencemay however go beyond the limits of classical computation, as it is not necessarily decidable. Reversing
this argument, decidability of equivalence implies a natural generalization of classical computability: A state S is computable
iff its equivalence∼S is decidable. As steps preserve this property (Theorem 4), a finite or infinite computation S0S1 . . . can
be denoted as computable iff the initial state is computable. Notice that this notion of computability depends on (initial)
states, not on ASM programs.
The next important issue refers to non-generated elements. Though entirely irrelevant at first glance, such elements
are extremely useful to define all intended initial states of algorithms such as the bisection algorithm. Furthermore, the
environment may introduce non-generated elements during a run of a reactive ASM.
A created element should remain created during a step. We have shown that a variant of each ASM guarantees this
property. As a consequence, the next-step function M of an ASM program can be characterized by a simple distinction of
two cases: fM(S)(u) = fS(u) if u is not generated inM(S). Otherwise, fM(S)(u) can be computed as term substitution.
Summing up, the next-state function M of an ASM program M can be conceived to a great extent in the classical
framework of manipulating terms. In this way,M has a computable kernel (relative to the problem of the∼S-equivalence),
operating on terms and thus on term generated elements. With the constructs of Section 3.6, computations leave non-
generated elements untouched. It is themore liberal notion of states thatmakes ASMsmore expressive than classicalmodels.
It remains to be discussed whether the ‘‘a-state-is-an-algebra’’ paradigm of ASMs is of practical relevance. The bisection
algorithm indicates that this paradigm allows one to capture important classes of algorithms that operate on the real
numbers or any other uncountable universe. The classical framework of computable functions fails to address such
algorithms.
This paper focuses on deterministic, small step ASMs, viz. the most elementary class of ASMs. It remains to be discussed
how the results carry over tomore general classes, as introduced in [6]. It is fairly obvious that non-determinismwould retain
all the above results. Matters change for the more general wide step ASMs and in particular for the choose-operator that is
fundamental to ASM-based specification languages (cf. [3]). Formulated in logical terms, those ASMs work with quantifiers
∀ and ∃. Our Theorem 3 does not generalize to this case. A ‘‘‘computable kernel’’’ for these kinds of ASMs remains to be
characterized.
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